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1. Background 

 

The Iraqi legal education system is, given several decades of general political repression 

followed by civil war, surprisingly robust. Succinctly stated, the faculties of law in Iraq 

constitute fertile ground for programmers of reform that correspond to gaps in the existing 

curricula.                                                                                                                       

Iraqi law-school curricula are established centrally and are consistent throughout the country. 

Individual colleges are free to amend up to twenty percent of the curricula, but in practice 

decline to do so. More radical amendments, if they were wanted, would require the schools to 

engage in a complex process of high-level approval. 

This lack of innovation is likewise evident in the pedagogical practice. In particular, the method 

of content delivery witnessed in Iraq tends to follow a rather rigid lecture model; during the 

course of any given lecture students are expected to adopt a passive demeanour and absorb. 

However, any plan for international engagement with the Iraqi legal system should take careful 

note of two considerations. Firstly, the rigid teaching practices that emphasise respect for the 

law faculty whilst encouraging deference and passivity on the part of students is rooted deeply 

in Iraqi cultural values and the practices witnessed elsewhere in the public sector as well as civil 

society. Secondly, younger Iraqi law instructors are ready to challenge the existing practices.  

 

2. Description of the assignment 

 

The main objective of the assignment is to carry out a comparative study of the current HLE 

situation in Europe and in the European Neighborhood and Partnership Instrument (ENPI) 

South Region (activity 5.3.17 of the Inception Report). The study is planned to offer an 

overview of current reform trends in HLE Institutions in selected countries representative of 

different stages of the reform. 

 

Beneficiaries 

 

Baghdad School of Law (BSL) and Salahaddin Law School (SLS) 

 

Requested services 

 

Under the guidance of the project’s Team Leader (TL) and Deputy Team Leader (DTL), the 

short term expert (STE) will: 

 

- Draft baseline assessment of current reform process in HLE institutions in selected countries 

in Europe and in the  ENPI South Region 
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Expected results and deliverables 

 

The expected results consist of drafting an assessment as mentioned 

 

3. Expert profiles 

 

The STE should have a minimum of 10 years of experience in an academic body, of which at 

least 3 years as tenured professor in an EU Member State; working experience in academic 

curricula reform; knowledge of mechanisms and tools for university reform according to EU 

standards and practices; fluency in both written and spoken English is essential; working 

experience in multi-cultural environments. 

 

4. Location and duration 

 

Starting date:   October 2014 

Duration:   20 working days 

Location of assignment: 4 working days Iraq 

    16 working days Home based 

 

5. Reporting 

 

At the end of the assignment the STE will produce a report covering the overall assignment. 

The report will be prepared in English. 


